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Purpose: Full-field electroretinograms (ERGs) are used to evaluate retinal function in patients
with various types of hereditary and acquired retinal diseases. However, ERG recordings require
relatively invasive procedures, including pupillary dilation and the use of contact lens electrodes.
Thus, it would be helpful to have a simpler and noninvasive screening method. The purpose of
this study was to determine whether a new, handheld, portable ERG device, RETeval™, can
be used to screen patients for cone dysfunction.
Patients and methods: Thirty-five eyes of 35 patients who had reduced cone responses
ascertained by a conventional ERG system using contact lens electrodes were studied. The
causative diseases included achromatopsia, cone dystrophy, cone-rod dystrophy, retinitis
pigmentosa, choroidal dystrophy, autoimmune retinopathy, and Stargardt disease. The flicker
ERGs were recorded with the RETeval™ under undilated conditions with skin electrodes
(stimulus strength, 3.0 cd⋅s/m2; frequency, 28.3 Hz), and the responses were compared to that
of 50 healthy eyes. The amplitudes and implicit times of the fundamental component of the
flicker ERGs were analyzed in three age groups: Group A, #20 years; Group B, 21–40 years;
and Group C, $41 years.
Results: In all of the age groups, the amplitudes of the ERGs were significantly smaller and
the implicit times significantly longer in patients with cone dysfunction than in the control eyes.
All but one of the patients had flicker amplitudes lower than the mean −2.0 standard deviation
of control eyes.
Conclusion: The RETeval™ has a potential of being used to screen for cone dysfunction.
The entire examination takes ,5 minutes and does not require pupil dilatation or a contact lens
electrode. Although the flicker responses do not provide information on the scotopic functions,
the RETeval™ device can be used to determine which patients require additional full-field ERG
testing with dilated pupils under both scotopic and photopic conditions.
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Full-field electroretinograms (ERGs) recorded with a contact lens electrode are
generally used to evaluate retinal function. Among the six types of responses elicited
by different stimulus intensities under different states of adaptation,1 the light-adapted
30 Hz flicker ERGs have been used to assess cone function not only in patients with
hereditary retinal diseases, such as cone-rod dystrophy, achromatopsia,2 and retinitis
pigmentosa,3,4 but also in those with acquired disorders, such as acute zonal occult outer
retinopathy,5 paraneoplastic and autoimmune retinopathies,6 diabetic retinopathy,7,8
central retinal vein occlusion,9,10 and drug toxicities.11,12 However, ERG recordings
cannot be easily performed on young children except in the clinics with high expertise,
where skin electrodes or Dawson–Trick–Litzkow (DTL) electrodes are routinely used.13
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Moreover, for some retinal diseases that do not have distinct
ophthalmoscopic abnormalities,14–16 ERG testing may occasionally not be performed because the recording procedures
are more complex than other ophthalmological tests and need
to be performed with special equipments in an electrically
shielded examination room. Thus, it would be helpful to have
a simpler and noninvasive recording method for the screening
of patients suspected of having cone dysfunction.
The RETeval™ system (LKC Technologies, Inc.,
Gaithersburg, MD, USA) is a new handheld, portable ERG
device that can record 28.3 Hz flicker ERGs with adhesive
skin electrodes under non-mydriatic conditions.17 This system
was originally designed to screen for retinal ischemia due
to diabetic retinopathy and monitor vigabatrin toxicity.7,8,11
However, it has a potential of evaluating the cone function
in different disease conditions.18 We have recorded flicker
ERGs with the RETeval™ system from patients with various
types of retinal disorders to determine whether this can be
used to screen for cone dysfunction.

Materials and methods
The inclusion criteria were patients who had reduced 30 Hz
flicker ERG responses recorded with a conventional ERG
system using a contact lens electrode. The amplitudes and
implicit times of the ERGs recorded with the RETeval™
system were compared to those recorded from control eyes.
Thirty-five eyes of 35 patients (18 males and 17 females)
were studied. Their average age was 33.1±17.9 years (±standard
deviation [SD]) with a range of 8–61 years. All of these patients
had reduced 30 Hz flicker ERGs recorded with contract lens
electrodes and conventional ERG systems (SG2002, LKC
Technologies, Inc., and LE4000, Tomey Corporation, Aichi,
Japan) that were lower than the mean −2.0 SD of normal eyes.
The full-field ERGs were recorded in accordance with the
protocol for ERGs by the International Society for Clinical
Electrophysiology of Vision.1
The causative diseases included achromatopsia (six
eyes), cone dystrophy (five eyes), cone-rod dystrophy (eight
eyes), retinitis pigmentosa (12 eyes), choroidal dystrophy
(one eye), autoimmune retinopathy (two eyes), and Stargardt disease (one eye). Flicker ERGs were recorded from
these patients with cone dysfunction with the RETeval™
under undilated conditions with skin electrodes according
to the preset protocol, that is, stimulus strength, 3.0 cd⋅s/m2;
frequency, 28.3 Hz; sampling rate, 1,953 Hz; and background
light, none. The 28.3 Hz frequency was chosen to be within
International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision
guidelines1 for recording 30 Hz flicker ERGs while avoiding
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an overlap of the harmonics of the stimulus frequency with
the harmonics of the power line frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz.
The sampling rate (1,953 Hz) was an integer multiple of the
stimulus frequency to aid in the Fourier analysis of the recordings. The data acquisition time was 5–10 seconds, which was
dependent on a real-time estimate of the standard error of the
mean for the implicit times. The right eyes of patients were
tested, and the results of two consecutive trials were averaged
and used for the statistical analyses. Flicker ERGs were also
recorded from 50 healthy eyes consisting of 14 males and 36
females with the RETeval™. The average age of the control
subjects was 28.5±13.0 years with a range of 4–56 years.
The pupil diameters were manually measured with a pupil
gauge before the recordings with a background luminance
of 30 cd/m². The pupil diameter at the time of the recordings
was not significantly different between the patients (4.3±0.7
mm) and controls (4.3±0.6 mm; P=0.97, Mann–Whitney
U-test) (Figure S1). Although the RETeval™ device has a
built-in infrared camera that can track and measure the pupil
size from the video images, this feature was not used in the
protocol for this study. The pupil tracking software requires
an unobstructed view of the pupil, which is difficult in some
patients because the upper eyelids partially blocked the
view of the pupil. The analysis of the flicker ERGs by the
RETeval™ device is similar to the cycle-by-cycle analysis;19
therefore, only the reconstructed waveforms are shown. The
reconstructed waveform uses the first eight harmonics because
almost all of the energy in the responses is found in these
harmonics.20 The fundamental component of the reconstructed
waveform was used for the statistical analyses.20,21 The amplitudes and implicit times of the eyes of patients were compared
to those of the control eyes by Mann–Whitney U-tests.
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the National Institute of Sensory Organs (R15-006). Written informed consent was obtained from all patients. The
procedures conformed to the tenets of the World Medical
Association’s Declaration of Helsinki.

Results

The mean amplitude of the flicker ERG was 2.5±3.4 µV in
the 35 eyes with cone dysfunction and 20.9±5.2 µV in the
50 control eyes (Figure 1). The mean implicit time was
36.1±3.8 ms in 21 of the 35 eyes with cone dysfunction and
30.9±1.5 ms in the 50 control eyes. The implicit time could
not be measured in 14 eyes with cone dysfunction because
of the extremely low amplitudes of the flicker ERGs.
Because of the wide range in the ages of the patients, we
divided them into three age groups; Group A #20 years,
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Figure 1 Amplitudes and implicit times of the ERGs recorded with the RETeval™
device.
Notes: Scatterplot of the amplitudes and implicit times of the RETeval™ ERGs
recorded from patients with cone dysfunction (red) and controls (black). The
implicit time was not measurable in 14 of 35 eyes due to extremely low amplitude
because of the cone dysfunction.
Abbreviation: ERGs, electroretinograms.

Group B 21–40 years, and Group C $41 years. In all of the
groups, the amplitudes and the implicit times were significantly
different between patients and controls (Table 1). In addition,
all of the patients had RETeval™ flicker ERG amplitudes
lower than the mean value −2.0 SD of the controls except for
one patient with retinitis pigmentosa in Group C.
Scatterplots of the amplitudes and implicit times
showing the correlations between the results obtained by
the RETeval™ and conventional ERG system are shown
in Figure 2. There was a significant positive correlation
between two recording methods in the amplitudes (r=0.576,
P,0.001, n=35; Pearson correlation coefficient). For the
implicit times, on the other hand, the correlation was not

significant (r=−0.065, P=0.805, n=17; Pearson correlation
coefficient). It should be noted that the RETeval™ and the
conventional ERG were not recorded under the same conditions; all of the eyes were light-adapted before recording but
the background light of the RETeval™ was off during the
recording of 5–10 seconds to reduce the total light intensity so
that patients with photophobia could keep fixating the target
more steadily. In addition, the pupils were not dilated for the
RETeval™ but were dilated for the conventional ERGs.
A representative case of an 8-year-old boy who was diagnosed with cone-rod dystrophy is shown in Figure 3. The
ophthalmoscopic appearance was normal, but the conventional photopic ERGs were extinguished, and the scotopic
responses were markedly reduced (Figure 3A and B). The
flicker responses were also extinguished in the RETeval™
(Figure 3C). The sinusoidal lines in red in Figure 3C represent
the fundamental component of the RETeval™ ERGs, and the
black lines indicate the reconstructed flicker ERG waveform,
which is the combination of first eight harmonics (Figure 3C).
In the patients, both the fundamental components and reconstructed waveforms are so low in amplitudes that they are
merged into a single line.
Another example of a 4-year-old boy is shown in Figure 4.
He had no symptoms, but his 7-year-old sister and father were
diagnosed with retinitis pigmentosa. The ophthalmoscopic
appearance of his fundus suggested that this boy was also
affected with retinitis pigmentosa (Figure 4A), but he did not
agree to have the ERG examination with the conventional
system with contact lens electrodes. The flicker responses
in the RETeval™ showed reduced amplitudes in both eyes
(1.1 μV, right eye and 0.56 μV, left eye), which were lower
than the mean −2.0 SD of the control eyes (Figure 4B).
The ERGs shown in Figure 5A are from a 23-year-old male
who has had low visual acuity and photophobia bilaterally

Table 1 The amplitudes and the implicit times of flicker responses in three age groups
Subjects

Age

Amplitude

Implicit time

Mean

SD

P-value*

Mean

SD

P-value*

Mean

SD

P-value*

13.2
10.0

4.02
3.62

0.058

0.99
18.7

1.00
4.00

,0.001

34.3
30.1

3.49
1.34

0.028

29.9
27.9

7.18
4.05

0.581

3.36
22.5

3.65
5.45

,0.001

35.9
30.9

1.98
1.32

,0.001

52.1
48.6

4.88
4.60

0.106

3.15
18.5

4.32
3.69

,0.001

37.0
31.5

4.53
2.11

0.002

Group A (#20 years)
Patients (n=12)
Controls (n=10)
Group B (21–40 years)
Patients (n=9)
Controls (n=30)
Group C (41 years)
Patients (n=14)
Controls (n=10)

Note: *Mann–Whitney U-tests.
Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.
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Figure 2 Scatterplots showing the relationship between the results obtained by the RETeval™ and conventional ERG in patients with cone dysfunction.
Notes: There was a significant positive correlation in the amplitude (r=0.576, P,0.001, n=35; Pearson correlation coefficient). It should be noted that pupils were not dilated
for the RETeval™ but were dilated for the conventional ERGs.
Abbreviation: ERGs, electroretinograms.
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Figure 3 An 8-year-old boy diagnosed with cone-rod dystrophy.
Notes: (A) Fundus photographs of the patient. (B) Conventional full-field ERGs: (top panel): Patient; (bottom panel): Normal subject. (C) RETeval™ ERGs from patient (left
and middle) and control (right). The ophthalmoscopic appearance was normal, but flicker ERG responses were extinguished both in the conventional ERGs and the RETeval™
ERGs. The sinusoidal lines in red represent the fundamental component of the RETeval™ ERGs, and the black lines indicate the reconstructed flicker ERG waveform, which
is the combination of first eight harmonics. The normal example of the RETeval™ ERG was taken from a 7-year-old boy. The pupil diameters of the patient and normal
subject are 5.0 and 4.0 mm, respectively.
Abbreviation: ERGs, electroretinograms.
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Figure 4 A 4-year-old boy whose older sister and father were diagnosed with retinitis pigmentosa.
Notes: (A) Fundus photographs of the patient. (B) RETeval™ ERGs from this patient (left and middle) and a control (right). The ophthalmoscopic appearance was normal,
but the RETeval™ showed reduced amplitudes in both eyes; lower than the mean -2.0 standard deviations of normal eyes. This patient did not agree to have conventional
ERG recordings with contact lens electrodes. The normal example of the RETeval™ ERG was taken from a 7-year-old boy. The pupil diameters of the patient and normal
eye are 5.5 and 4.0 mm, respectively. The sinusoidal lines in red represent the fundamental component of the RETeval™ ERGs, and the black lines indicate the reconstructed
flicker ERG waveform, which is the combination of first eight harmonics.
Abbreviation: ERG, electroretinogram.
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Figure 5 (Continued)
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Figure 5 A 23-year-old male with achromatopsia and a 61-year-old male suspected of autoimmune retinopathy.
Notes: (A) Fundus photographs (upper left), RETeval™ ERGs (upper right), and conventional full-field ERGs (middle and bottom) of a 23-year-old male diagnosed with
achromatopsia. (B) Fundus photographs (upper left), RETeval™ ERGs (upper right), and conventional full-field ERGs (middle and bottom) of a 61-year-old male who was suspected
of having autoimmune retinopathy. In both cases, cone dysfunction of the affected eyes was detected by the RETeval™ ERGs. The normal examples of the RETeval™ ERGs were
taken from a 35-year-old female. The pupil diameters of the patients in (A), (B), and normal eye are 5.5, 3.5, and 4.5 mm, respectively. The sinusoidal lines in red represent the
fundamental component of the RETeval™ ERGs, and the black lines indicate the reconstructed flicker ERG waveform, which is the combination of first eight harmonics.
Abbreviation: ERGs, electroretinograms.

since infancy. His visual acuity was 20/125 both eyes, and
ophthalmoscopic examination showed slight atrophic changes
in the macula (Figure 5A, upper left). The RETeval™ recordings showed that the flicker ERGs were extinguished in both
eyes (Figure 5A, upper right). The full-field ERGs with the
contact lens electrode indicated generalized cone dysfunction
and preserved rod function (Figure 5A, middle and bottom),
and this patient was diagnosed with achromatopsia.
The ERGs in Figure 5B are from a 61-year-old Caucasian
male who developed photophobia in his left eye at the age of
55 years. His visual acuity was 20/16 OU, and ophthalmoscopic
examinations revealed no apparent abnormality in both eyes
(Figure 5B, upper left). The RETeval™ showed an almost
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extinguished flicker response in the left eye (Figure 5B, upper
right), and the full-field ERGs with the contact lens electrode
revealed generalized cone-rod dysfunction only in his left eye
(Figure 5B, middle and bottom). This patient was further investigated for paraneoplastic and autoimmune retinopathies. The
results of these two cases indicate that the information obtained
by RETeval™ without pupil dilation reflects an important
aspect of retinal dysfunction and useful for judging whether or
not to proceed to more detailed electrophysiological tests.

Discussion
Our results showed that the flicker ERGs recorded by the
handheld RETeval™ device were reduced in eyes with
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Figure 6 The extended protocol of RETeval™ for both photopic and scotopic conditions with dilated pupils.
Notes: (A) RETeval™ ERGs recorded from a 5-year-old boy whose older sister and father were diagnosed with retinitis pigmentosa (pupil diameter, 8.0 mm). The ERG responses were almost extinguished under both scotopic and
photopic conditions, and we confirmed that this patient had retinitis pigmentosa. (B) RETeval™ ERGs recorded from a normal eye of a 30-year-old female (pupil diameter, 8.5 mm).
Abbreviation: ERGs, electroretinograms.
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various types of cone dysfunction (Figures 1 and 2; Table 1).
This device does not require pupil dilation or a contact lens
electrode and flicker responses can be recorded even in a
consultation room. These results indicate that the RETeval™
device can be used to screen for cone dysfunction.
In the patients tested, the RETeval™ ERGs were significantly smaller in diseased eyes than in healthy eyes with
almost 100% accuracy. The time for entire examination is
short taking only a few minutes and is better accepted by
patients as one patient refused the conventional ERG test
but accepted the RETeval™ test (Figure 4).
However, there are limitations of this device for the
screening of retinal dysfunctions. First, the measurement
of the flicker ERGs by the RETeval™ does not provide any
information about scotopic function. Nevertheless, the flicker
ERG test using RETeval™ can be used to determine, which
patients require additional full-field ERG testing under
both scotopic and photopic conditions with dilated pupils.
For the cases whose cone dysfunction was detected by the
RETeval™, the latest version of this device is embedded with
stimulus protocols for both photopic and scotopic conditions
in accordance with the International Society for Clinical
Electrophysiology of Vision standard protocol1 (Figure 6).
The subject in Figure 6 was a 5-year-old boy with night
blindness who was once tested with the RETeval™ at the age
of 4 (Figure 4). ERG responses were almost extinguished for
both scotopic and photopic conditions, and we confirmed that
this patient had retinitis pigmentosa. However, the extended
protocol for RETeval™ takes almost 40 minutes, including
time for dark- and light-adaptations and requires a dilation
of the pupils unlike the few minutes required to complete
a flicker test. Nevertheless, this extended protocol can be
considered as one of the useful options when detailed ERG
tests are required in children.
A second limitation was that we could not set the
retinal illuminance constant during the recordings for the
recording from patients with cone dysfunction. For flicker
stimulation, RETeval™ has two stimulating protocols,
constant-luminance and constant-troland modes. For subjects
without pupil dilation, measurement in the constant-troland
is recommended where the flash strength is automatically
adjusted in accordance with pupil diameter so that the retinal
illuminance is constant irrespective of the pupil diameter.17
However, we used the luminance-fixed mode with stimulus
strength at 3.0 cd⋅s/m2. We selected this because measurements with the constant-troland mode take twice longer
than in the constant-luminance mode. More practically, the
measurements in troland can be automatically halted when
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the subject blinks and pupil is lost during the recordings.
Measurement in the constant-troland mode is thus impractical for children or patients with photophobia who are likely
to blink during the recordings.
The problem of the recordings with constant luminance
is that the amplitudes and implicit times depend on the pupil
diameter: the larger the pupil, the larger the amplitude and
shorter the implicit time.22 The pupil diameter of the controls
(n=50) was significantly correlated with both the amplitude
(r=0.43, P=0.002; Pearson correlation coefficient) and
implicit time (r=−0.386, P=0.006; Pearson correlation coefficient) (Figure S2). However, we suggest that the variances
of the amplitudes and implicit times due to the difference
in pupil size did not affect the purpose of our study because
1) we recruited patients and controls whose pupil diameters
were between 3.5 and 5.5 mm to minimize the effect of pupil
sizes (Figure S1) and 2) all but one patients had amplitudes
lower than the mean −2.0 SD, which cannot be explained by
the difference in the pupil size (Figure 1).
We restricted our patients to those who had severe cone
dysfunction ascertained by conventional ERG recordings. For
practical screening, it would be ideal to detect early stage or
mildly affected patients by this device. However, due to the
large variations in the amplitudes of normal controls, it will
be difficult to screen for mildly affected cone dysfunction
by this protocol. Prolonged implicit times are also known to
be correlated with reduced cone activities2–4; however, the
implicit times of RETeval™ were not significantly correlated
with those of the conventional ERGs in our patients. We
assume that this discrepancy arose from the fact that in many
patients the amplitudes were too low to measure the implicit
time accurately. Thus, it will be necessary to examine early
stage or mildly affected cone dysfunction with other protocols, that is, constant-luminance mode with data correction
in accordance with pupil size or constant-troland mode.

Conclusion
Our findings indicate that the RETeval™ system has a potential of being used to screen for cone dysfunction in the clinics
where conventional ERG systems are not available. More
detailed investigations will be needed to evaluate how the
responses obtained by this device are correlated with those
by a conventional ERG system and establish protocols to
accurately and effectively screen the patients.
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Figure S1 Pupil diameters before recording in patients and controls.
Notes: Patients and controls are divided into three age groups: Group A #20 years, Group B 21–40 years, and Group C $41 years. In each group, there was no significant
difference in the pupil diameters between patients and controls.
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Figure S2 Correlation between pupil diameter and response of the RETeval™ in control subjects.
Notes: (A) Amplitude; (B) implicit time. The pupil diameters of the controls (n=50) were significantly correlated with both the amplitude (left, r=0.43, P=0.002; Pearson
correlation coefficient) and implicit time (right, r=−0.386, P=0.006; Pearson correlation coefficient).
Abbreviation: n, number.
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